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Instruct Software
Introducing a lighting and control design specification tool for Interact

 Simplify your specification workflow 

  Validate luminaire and controls  
configurations

  Visualize sensor coverage patterns and 
generate device placement with legend

  Make product decisions quickly with 
accurate pricing and stock availability

 Supports standalone and gateway configurations

 Easily import electrical drawing sets

  Integrate seamlessly into your  
quoting process

  Specify services with automated 
calculations for factory startup

  Generate a comprehensive BOM

  Build a submittal package and link 
supplementary documents



Instruct Software
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To access the 
Instruct software, 

log onto the 
Signify Portal

Features

  Search and specify Interact ready products

  Capture floor plans and overall project notes

 Create, edit, search and collaborate on projects

  Designate groups

  Validate networks

  Copy, paste and replace products  
and notes on drawings

  Import and scale drawings

 Update background images (addendum drawings)

  Export layout with supporting documentation

  Upload and store external files 

  View occupancy and wireless coverage 

  Access pricing and check stock availability 

  View product assets including images, 
specification sheets and installation instructions

  Specify services with automated calculations  
for factory startup

  Generate and export device placement 
with legend

  Augment designs with targeted notes
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